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GOLDEN  RULES

GOLD IS AN EXCELLENT ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR AND A
HIGHLY STABLE NOBLE METAL WHICH EXHIBITS THE

FOLLOWING CONTACT PROPERTIES:

 1.  Gold coatings are recommended for high reliability applications

 2.  Gold coatings can be used in corrosive environments

 3.  Gold coatings can be used for high durability

 4.  Gold coatings can be used with low normal force and low wipe

 5.  Thin gold coatings can establish a stable low resistance contact

 6.  Gold is not susceptible to fretting degradation

 7.  Gold contact performance can be enhanced with lubrication

 8.  Gold coatings require the use of a suitable underlayer, such as nickel

 9.  Gold coating thickness depends on application requirements

10.  Gold can be used for low level circuit conditions

11.  Gold contacts can be used at elevated temperatures

12.  Gold contacts should not be mated to tin contacts

13.  Gold contacts are not recommended for  “Hot Make and Break”
applications
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Golden Rules:  Guidelines For The
Use Of Gold On Connector Contacts

ABSTRACT

Go ld is gener al ly speci fi ed as a co ntact co ati ng for lo w le ve l signal voltage
and curr ent appl icatio ns, and where  h i g h  r e  liabi l i ty  i s  a  major  
co nsi de ration.  In cr itical appl icatio ns where  there  is no oppor tunity to
re pai r or  re mate a defec ti ve  co nne ction, the use of a prote ctive gold
co ati ng provi de s an adde d margi n of safe ty be cause  gold is iner t in mo st
co nne ctor appl icatio n envir onments.  A set of guideli ne s has be en
co mpile d which will  assur e optim um  perfo rmance of gold co ate d
co ntacts.

INTRODUC TION

High conn ect or reliabilit y ca n be ac hieved by using a gold coat ing on th e
elec trical cont act s.  Gold,  wh en applied to th e cont act  inte rface ,  ha s th e
ca pa bility  of prov iding a stable an d low cont act  resistanc e over th e operating life
of most  applications.  This is due to its inert ness to most  en viron me nts.  At 
normal operating te mpe ra tures, gold does not ch emically inte ract with  an y
en viron me nta l const it uen ts to form elec trically insulat in g films.  In th e absen ce
of surfa ce films, meta l-t o-met al cont act  is readily esta blishe d an d maint ained,
ev en at  low normal force s an d un de r low wipe conditions.  Beca use of th ese
ch aract erist ic s, gold is th e mate ria l of ch oic e for applications ha ving low sign al
volta ge  an d cu rre nt an d for separable multiple circu it  conn ect ors wh ere low
insertion an d with dra wal force s are required.

Pu re  gold ex hibit s relat iv ely poor sliding we ar performanc e.  Sinc e pure gold is a
soft meta l, it te nds to gall an d smear un de r high pressure sliding conditions.
This te ndenc y is mitigated by adding ha rde ners such  as cobalt or nicke l to th e
gold coat ing.  Howe ver, th e use of ha rde ning agen ts ha s some  detriment al
ef fec ts on th e en viron me nta l inert ness of th e coat ing .  Problems relat ed to
durabilit y, ha rde ning additives,  an d porosity ca n be av oided by using gold with  a
suff icient  th ic kness along with  an  appropriat e un de rla yer.

The following is a disc ussion  of crite ria wh ic h are importa nt to consider wh en
optimizing th e performanc e of gold coat ings on elec trical cont act s.  A list ing of
th e crite ria is given  on th e prece ding page.
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GU IDELINES 

Thirtee n guidelines ha ve been  formulate d for th e use of gold coat ings on
elec trical cont act s:

     Golden Rule No. 1    :  Gold Coatings Are Recommended For High
Reliability Applications1, 18, 21, 22

In connector applications where reliability is critical, the separable contact
interface must be protected from environmental deterioration.  Gold is
recognized as the best material to use for this purpose.  When applied to the
interface of a separable connector, gold has all of the qualities needed to
maintain a stable and low contact resistance over the operating life of most
applications.  Because gold is a noble metal, it does not chemically interact
with any constituents normally found in a connector environment to form an
electrically insulating film.  Gold is also a good electrical and thermal
conductor.  

Deterioration of a gold-to-gold contact interface is caused by physical
damage and/or accumulation of external corrosion products on the surface.
This damage can be minimized through appropriate connector design.  

     Golden Rule No. 2    :  Gold Coatings Can Be Used In Corrosive
Environments1, 11, 13-15, 17, 18, 21, 25-27

Environments which contain high humidity and/or corrosive pollutants,
such as sulfur or chlorine containing gases, can attack metals like copper or
nickel to form corrosion products which disrupt electrical contact.
However, gold does not degrade under the environmental conditions that
are likely to be encountered by electronic components.

The protection offered by gold can be compromised if there are pores or
cracks in the coating.  These act as openings through which atmospheric
pollutants can attack the substrate metal to form insulating corrosion
products.  A limited amount of porosity can be tolerated depending upon the
severity of the contact’s service environment.

Because gold is a noble metal and because thin gold platings tend to be
porous, gold coatings are susceptible to the creep of base metal corrosion
products across the surface of the gold after formation at pore sites and edge
boundaries.  Corrosion creep can be inhibited by applying an overall nickel
coating prior to application of the gold.  The nickel underlayer serves as a
diffusion barrier to most base metal constituents, and nickel corrosion
products are self limiting, passive and not susceptible to corrosion creep.

     Golden Rule No.3    :  Gold Coatings Can Be Used For High Durability1, 2, 5,

6, 10, 12

Coating a contact with pure (i.e. soft) gold generally results in a connector
with low durability and high insertion forces (i.e., high coefficient of friction),
especially when the thickness is greater than 0.13 microns (5 microinches).
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In practice, gold coatings are usually hardened by adding small amounts
cobalt or nickel to the gold.  Such coatings are defined as ‘hard gold’ and
produce coatings with a low coefficient of friction and excellent durability
characteristics.  Hard gold coated contacts can generally withstand hundreds
to thousands of durability cycles without failing.

The durability of hard gold coatings can be enhanced by using an underlayer
having a hardness value that is greater than that of gold and which will
provide mechanical support.  Nickel is generally recommended as an
underlayer for this purpose.  Lubricants are also effective at increasing the
durability of gold coatings.  Generally, lubrication can increase the durability
of a gold contact by an order of magnitude.

     Golden Rule No. 4    :  Gold Coatings Can Be Used With Low Normal
Force And Low Wipe1, 20

Metal-to-metal contact is required if good electrical continuity is to be
established at a separable contact interface  Most metals used in electrical
circuits interact with the environment, particularly oxygen, to form oxides
that are hard and electrically insulating.  A large normal force and/or wipe is
required to displace this film and form a conductive path through which
current can flow.  In contrast, gold does not form an insulating film.
Therefore, small normal forces on the order of 10-20 grams (0.35-0.71
ounces) with wipe less than  0.254 mm (0.010 in.) are sufficient to establish
an acceptable value of contact resistance. However, the use of normal forces
greater than 10-20 grams (0.35-0.71 ounces)  enhances the mechanical
stability of the contact interface and reduces the potential for fretting
disturbances which can lead to contamination / degradation of the contact
interface.

     Golden Rule No. 5    :  Thin Gold Coatings Can Establish A Stable Low
Resistance Contact1, 4, 15, 19, 25-27

Contacts with gold coating thickness between 0.03 microns (1 microinch)
and 2.5 microns (100 microinches) exhibit stable low contact resistance at
normal forces measured down to 10 grams (0.35 ounces).

Two limitations which can result from reduced plating thickness are an
increase in plating porosity and decreased durability.  Either of these can lead
to an increase in contact resistance through corrosion of the exposed base
metal.

Porosity can result in corrosion at exposed copper alloy base metal locations
where pores in the gold coincide with pores in the nickel barrier plate.  It can
also occur where pores in the gold allow attack of the nickel to eventually
expose the copper alloy base metal.  In typical environments, exposed nickel
is significantly less reactive than exposed copper.

Thinner gold coatings have lower durability which means that the contact
can withstand less insertion cycling, fretting, DTE, mechanical vibration,
etc. before wear-through to the base metal occurs.  Once the contact
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interface motion has resulted in wear-through of the gold coating, fretting
degradation of the base material takes place.

     Golden Rule No. 6    :  Gold Is Not Susceptible To Fretting Degradation1, 7,

9

Fretting occurs when the interface between contacting surfaces undergoes
repetitive low amplitude relative motion. This fretting action continuously
exposes fresh, clean surfaces which can react chemically with the
environment to form reaction products. This process (fretting degradation)
will produce high contact resistance because of the buildup of insulating
material in the contact area.  Since gold is a noble metal and does not form
corrosion product films, fretting degradation will not occur prior to wear-
through of the gold coating.  

     Gold Rule No. 7    :  Gold Contact Performance Can Be Enhanced With
Lubrication1, 2, 25-27

When gold coatings are treated with the proper lubricant, the coefficient of
friction may be reduced by a factor of two, or more.  Therefore, the use of
proper lubricants is an effective way to reduce insertion force and wear
during contact mating.  Durability, expressed as the number of mating cycles
to wear-through of the gold, can often be dramatically improved by
lubricating the contacts.  In addition to reducing wear, suitable lubricants
have also been shown to significantly decrease environmental degradation of
porous gold coatings by protecting any exposed base metal from corrosive
environmental constituents.  

     Golden         Rule          No.8    :  Gold Coatings Require The Use Of A Suitable
Underlayer, Such As  Nickel1, 10, 11, 17, 18, 24-27

Gold coatings on contacts, particularly those that are electroplated, should be
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applied over a high-quality underlayer such as nickel.  A nickel underlayer
can act as a:

(1)      Pore-Corrosion        Inhibitor    - A nickel underplate will form passive
oxides at the base of pores.  The underplate will serve as a pore
corrosion inhibitor provided the environment does not contain
significant amounts of acidic pollutants, in particular, Chlorine.  

(2)      Corrosion        Creep       Inhibitor    - Nickel will act as a barrier to corrosion
product migration.  

(3)       Diffusion        Barrier    - A nickel underplate will inhibit the diffusion of
base metal constituents of the contact spring (such as copper and
zinc) to the gold surface, where they could oxidize and form an
insulating film of corrosion product.

(4)       Mechanically         Supporting          Underlayer        for         Contacting         Surfaces    - A
relatively hard underplate, such as nickel, can serve as a mechanical
support for the gold coating, and increase its durability.  

The nickel underplating must be continuous and have sufficient thickness to
perform the particular function for which it is intended.  As a general rule, a
minimum thickness of 1.3 microns (50 microinches) of nickel should be
used.

     Golden Rule No. 9    :  Gold Coating Thickness Depends On Application
Requirements1, 3, 6

The choice of a suitable gold coating thickness depends on the degree of
durability and environmental protection required by the application.  Due to
the high cost of gold, it is prudent to keep the gold coating thickness as low
as is appropriate for the application requirements.  

Increasing the thickness of a hard gold coating increases durability.  The
following laboratory results for the wear-through of a hard gold coating to the
1.3 micron (50 microinch) thick nickel underplate serve as a comparison of
trends.  The data given below are for a 0.635 cm. (0.250 in.) diameter ball
wiped a distance of 1.27 cm. (0.500 in.) under a normal force of 100 grams
for each cycle.

Thickness Cycles to

microns micro-in. Failure

0.4 15 200

0.8 30 1000

1.3 50 2000

In general, a 0.8 micron (30 microinch) coating of hard gold over a
minimum of 1.3 microns (50 microinches) of nickel gives a degree of
durability considered adequate for most connector applications.  Thin
coatings of 0.03 - 0.1 microns (1 - 4 microinches) of hard or soft gold over
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nickel underplate should be used only for applications in which the risk of
fretting is minimal.

Increasing the thickness of a gold coating tends to decrease the porosity
which reduces the contacts’ vulnerability to pore corrosion.  

In general, a 0.8 micron (30 microinch) coating of hard gold over a
minimum of 1.3 microns (50 microinches) of nickel provides exceptional
environmental protection.  Contacts coated with a thin hard or soft gold
coating on the order of 0.03 - 0.1 microns (1 - 4 microinches) in thickness
over a nickel underlayer can be used in benign environment applications.  

     Golden Rule No.10    :  Gold Coatings Can Be Used For Low Level Circuit
Conditions1

Clean gold contacts exhibit ohmic behavior even at extremely low values of
current.  That is, the contact resistance is independent of the magnitude or
direction of the current flow within the contact.  Measurements made at
currents as low as 1 nanoampere have verified the functionality of a clean
gold contact interface.  Furthermore, gold is a noble metal and is most likely
to remain free of corrosion products and/or films which may exhibit non-
ohmic behavior at low level circuit conditions.

     Golden Rule No.11    :  Gold Contacts Can Be Used At Elevated
Temperatures1, 16

Gold is an accepted material for elevated temperature applications.  The
material system used (gold hardness, gold thickness, underlayer) should be
chosen and qualified for the intended application.  

For elevated temperature applications (>125oC), the nominal nickel and gold
thickness should be increased, and consideration should be given to the use
of a soft gold over hard gold composite.  

     Golden Rule No.12     : Gold Contacts Should Not Be Mated To Tin
Contacts1, 8, 23

The gold-to-tin contact interface is susceptible to fretting corrosion.  In
addition to the normal fretting process, there is a related mechanism of
transfer of tin to the gold interface which ultimately leads to a buildup of tin
oxide on the harder gold surface.  Disruption of this oxide is more difficult
than for the case of tin oxide on tin.  
     Golden Rule No.13    :  Gold Coatings Are Not Recommended For Hot

Make And Break1

Arcing of gold contacts will erode the gold and reduce the interface
reliability.  If a hot make and break application requires the use of gold
contacts, then the contact design should incorporate a 'make-first break-last'
contact area which is separate from the mated contact area.  The purpose of
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the 'make-first break-last' contact area is to confine the arc damage to
somewhere other than the mated contact area.  

SUMMARY

The objective of these guidelines is to identify the performance
characteristics of gold and to recommend the application conditions for
which the optimum performance of gold contacts can be attained and high
reliability assured.  The use of these guidelines should aid in achieving the
most appropriate solution for a given application.
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